Regulation of oxygen supply in the cerebral circulation.
The dynamics and regulation of red blood cell flow in the cerebral microcirculation was studied by intravital fluorescence video-microscopy in a closed cranial window preparation in the rat. The studies revealed that capillary perfusion in the brain is essentially continuous but a stationary difference from capillary to capillary within the same microvascular network exists. The main mechanism of an increase in flow in cerebral capillaries is an increase in linear velocity with no or minor role for classical capillary recruitment. While cyclic opening and closing of capillaries is not evident, low frequency oscillations in capillary flow velocity are present when perfusion or oxygen supply to tissue is challenged. In hypoxic hypoxia and moderate hypercapnia, RBC velocity increases in all capillaries while in severe hypercapnia, redistribution of RBC velocity in the capillary network occurs. Both systemic hypotension and severe hypercapnia are accompanied by an increase in the homogeneity of capillary flow; this change involves the redistribution of RBC flow between thoroughfare channels and exchange capillaries. Thoroughfare channels may thus provide a recruitable flow reserve in the cerebral microcirculation. The capillary flow response to hypoxic and anemic hypoxia depends on the activity neuronal nitric oxide synthase. These findings suggest the presence of a physiological regulatory mechanism of cerebral capillary red blood cell flow and oxygen supply which may involve neuronal nitric oxide as a mediator.